THE OUTDOOR STORE
Everything you need to live outdoors!
Pools, Spas & Hot Tubs- Premium Grills & Smokers– Furniture
10680 Rte 9w Coxsackie, NY 12051 (518) 731-7610
www.theoutdoorstore.us

Overcoming Landscaping Misconceptions
It’s been around since Mesopotamia, yet today’s understanding of the word “landscaping” invokes mental imagery of a guy buzzing around at mach three on a technologically advanced lawn mower. “It’s a common misconception”
says Shane Pilato, designer and proprietor of North Country
Landscapes, a Landscape Design/ Build firm In Coxsackie,
New York, 130 miles north of New York City. “Sure, mowing turf is a large part of the greens industry, but it’s funny
how an industry that’s advancing at such a quick pace is becoming less and less understood by the consumer,” says
Shane. Landscape companies have been educating their clients about the wide range of possibilities available for the
modern residential landscape. “In some cases, I think I’ve left
clients with their heads spinning with the variety and sheer
scale of products and projects that we can install.” Modern
landscape companies are so much more than the nurserymen
and turf care specialists of yesteryear. Today’s landscape
companies are doing everything from finish site work to installing custom pools and even promoting grand outdoor parties.
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Quality pool construction you can afford at North Country!
We’re now offering one
piece fiberglass pools!
You’ll be swimming in
no time.
Concrete in-ground pools
Integrated Hot Tubs
Saltwater systems!
Pool alarms
Safety covers
Fencing
Landscaping
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Overcoming Landscaping Misconceptions (cont)

Much like the medical field with cardiologists, dermatologists, and so on, the
landscape industry also has its fair share of specialists. Some companies specialize in
tree or turf care, some have a focus on landscape construction, and some on plant and
landscape installation. “We’re kind of unique in our area” says Shane. “As a result of
working in a rural area we’ve evolved through the years to cover many of the specialties in-house. Whether we’re installing a simple foundation planting or building an
outdoor kitchen, in most cases we’ve established those skill sets ourselves or paired
with associates to garner the skills necessary to pull a project off… the right way!” A
landscape design/build firm has to employ designers, engineers, surveyors, horticulturalists, commercially licensed truck drivers, equipment operators, stone masons,
carpenters, plumbers, and electricians in order to complete a modern residential landscape installation. “We’ve even recently paired with a specialty propane technician /
fabricator to coordinate the design and installation of our accent fire features.”
As society has evolved, so has the landscape industry. What used to be just
the ‘yard’, a place for the kids to play and for the once a yearly family reunion, outdoor spaces have truly turned into an extension of the living area. Americans have
become more health conscious and are starting to reconnect with the outdoors. It is
healthy for the person, and it is healthy for the family bond. As people spend more
time outdoors, they want to enhance the experience by beautifying and outfitting their
space. This has led to the evolution of the modern landscape company. “There’s no
limit to what we can do with an outdoor space,” says Shane.

Excavation & Site Work
Equipment Services
Excavator & Bulldozer Work
Skidsteers With Specialized Implements
Harley Rakes, Grappler Buckets, Auger & Trencher
Trucking & Hauling
Land Clearing
General Site Work
Driveways
Finish Grading & Hydroseeding
Septic & Drainage Systems
Call today for early booking... (518) 731-7610
Email– sales@nclpride.com

When building a complete outdoor space, modern landscapers consider many
ways of using the area around the home. This could include a courtyard off the master
bedroom; a well-hidden patio with a spa and outdoor shower; a small arrangement of
casual furniture; or a completely functioning outdoor kitchen around the pool.
The latest trend in the industry is defined by the term ‘home resort’. With the
recent recession people are enjoying staycations rather than indulging in expensive
trips abroad. This leads to more investment in the home and its surroundings. Not
only are people able to invest in a life style enhancement that could be life long, they
are also investing in a tangible asset that can raise their property values and salability
when that time comes.

by Kurt Parde
Many residential properties in towns and villages in the Hudson Valley
have backyards of limited size. This poses a challenge to homeowners
who want to maximize the use of their property during the beautiful
warmer seasons this area has to offer. Sadly, these small lots are often
not organized in a way that makes the best use of the available space.
One tendency in small areas is to leave the space as open as possible: a
big lawn in the middle, a patio or deck tucked up against the house, and
some plantings around the edges. While it would seem that an open
format would contribute to a feeling of size, in fact it allows the viewer
to take in the whole space at a glance and see just how small it truly is.
Another tendency at the opposite end of the scale is to clutter a small
area: no open space to speak of, furniture not in scale with the rest of
the garden, and every plant species known to man filling every unpaved
nook and cranny. Now the viewer is crowded, overwhelmed and
hemmed in, with no comfortable place to rest her eye or feet.
Between these extremes of boredom and oppression is where the
homeowner and designer must
create a comfortable, pleasing
outdoor space. Many homeowners are surprised to discover that
the best way to make limited
space feel larger is to break the
area into separate smaller subspaces—the oft-cited “outdoor
rooms.” This is not to say that
a 30’ x 40’ backyard needs high walls or tall hedges to create these different rooms; the eye is easily fooled with visual rather than literal
walls. For instance, a set of stairs spanning a small change in grade, a
line of short boxwood, or a planting of perennials can interrupt the line
of sight and in so doing divide the space. Similarly, subspaces can also
be created by altering the paving pattern or by changing surfacing from
wood to stone, stone to lawn, or lawn to mulched beds. These methods
of creating rooms give the eye numerous places to rest and enjoy the
view.

Some of these points of interest encourage closer examination, which
invites movement through the garden and creates a sense of surprise.
Guiding exploration and discovery in a garden is a principle way in
which it can be made to feel larger.
Several factors influence the layout of these separate smaller subspaces.
Certainly the purpose to which an area is dedicated ranks chief among
these-- and is the thing from which placement, orientation, and scale all
follow. For instance, it is sensible to situate an outdoor kitchen near
access points to the house. It can then be oriented to face the rest of the
garden or against a wall to save space. Its scale might be determined by
how much it must accommodate--a freestanding grill or a fully built in
range, refrigerator, counter top and stools—and also by how well it relates to nearby structures. Similarly, the dining area, the sitting area,
the kids’ play zone, and the lawn and flower beds also have their best
possible placement in the garden. The most logical layout for these different outdoor rooms may not be immediately obvious and sometimes
can only be discovered by considering multiple options. The prevailing goal is to properly align place and purpose, and then strive to make
each place relate to the house and each other.
Once the form of the garden has been laid out a person can begin to pay
attention to finer details. Shall the sitting patio be natural stone or concrete pavers? Will the furniture utilize clean curves and sweeps from
the 1950’s, or will more conservative craftsman style furniture be better
suited? Would a well conceived minimalist planting of just a few different species planted in swaths make sense, or would a diverse collection of flowers and textures better suit the space? Regardless of
whether the homeowner’s preferred style runs toward loose cottage
style or crisp asymmetrical modernism, an underlying structure that is
efficient and well planned will provide the best platform for those details. Each choice affects another. When those choices are considered
in sum, they should reveal subspaces that are unified into a cohesive
whole.

A Landscape Design Build Firm
Landscape Design
-CAD Plans
-Digital Imaging
-Consultation
Installation & Construction
Plant Materials– Installed with Warranty
Retaining Walls & Patios
Custom Outdoor Kitchens
In-Ground Pools
Custom Fire Features– Torches
Shorescapes & Docks
Landscape Lighting
Equipment Services & Excavation
Hydroseeding
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